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ABSTRACT: This study reports on the effect of using classroom comics on the individual adaptability skills of college
students. It utilized the posttest only control group design to gather the data.. The respondents of the study were the firstyear college students of Northern Bukidnon State College, Manolo Fortich, Bukidnon. Two groups were utilized in the
study which comprised of the experimental group and control group. The experimental group was exposed to classroom
comics while the control group was exposed to the usual instructions such as PowerPoint presentations or handouts. An
adapted Individual Adaptability Skills Test was used as the instrument in this study. To determine the effectiveness of the
two methods of instruction for enhancing individual adaptability skills, the T-test was used. Results revealed that there is
no significant difference in the individual adaptability skills among the two groups. The researchers inferred that although
no significant effect was determined in the adaptability skills of students in both groups, the group exposed to classroom
comics got the higher individual adaptability skills scores. It is recommended that classroom comics may be used aside
from the usual classroom instruction in the present classroom setting which is on flexible learning.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The COVID-19 pandemic has been a serious problem
worldwide. As implied by the study of [ 1 ], this condition
calls for the alternative modes of learning in Northern
Bukidnon Community College (NBCC) as one of the
tertiary institutions. Before this pandemic, the researcher
had recognized that there is a relationship between English
proficiency and Mathematics achievement [ 2, 3]. This
claim seems to be contrary to the 2019 -2020 NBCC
entrance exam showing that most of the freshmen students
are better in English than Mathematics. But the researcher
believes the claim is still applicable by building a
connection between what the students have learned in
English and the mathematical ideas that need recall or
mastery. Moreover, the researchers have observed that the
students have the ability to draw or sketch. This ability
combined with making a story and learning math triggered
the mind of the researcher to have a study about the use of
fiction comics as an alternative instruction for students
during the period of a pandemic.
Researches have supported the significance of using comics
and their fiction content in teaching mathematical topics.
Moreover, comics do not only improve the mathematical
learning of students but also their 21st-century skills as
stated by [4]. In digital form, comics have a positive or
negative effect on the learning performance of learners. [5]
states that digital comics resulted in less motivation of
Indonesian students in learning Mathematics. [6] argued
that digital comics have a positive effect to the learners. He
added that its factors such as appropriate material,
interesting plot, smooth interactivity, and user-friendly
graphics have contributed to the effective learning of
Filipino senior high school students. There are studies that
fiction in the content of the comic can be useful to facilitate
learning. The metaphors from the fiction story can serve as
a bridge between embodiment and abstraction [7].
According to [8], metaphor comprehension of the story
involves more analytic and semantic processes of thinking.
These studies form a partial conclusion that fiction can be
integrated in mathematics instruction to improve students’
learning which requires analytic, flexible, and abstract
thinking.

Despite the aforementioned existence of literature for the
use of comics in teaching math, the researchers of this
study have found a gap which is composed of the following
factors: application of the same study for college math
students since the studies mentioned are mostly related to
secondary mathematics; usage of comics in teaching
problem solving related to a particular topic such as set
theory; the discussion about idiomatic phrases such as
metaphors to facilitate understanding of mathematical
ideas, and consideration for students with no smartphones,
computers and/or internet connection during the enhanced
community quarantine or general community quarantine.
By this time, the application of digital comics can be
difficult for students with poor signals for the internet and a
lack of smartphones or personal computers. Because of this
situation, the researchers of this study should consider less
fortunate students by providing instructional materials
independent of the internet connection.
With these aforementioned views, the researcher would like
to test whether the use of comics as an alternative form of
instruction can enhance the adaptability skills of the
students, particularly at the college level.
2.METHODOLOGY
2.1 Research Design
This study used the post-test-only control group design.
This design involved two intact groups of students: one
control group which was subjected to the usual teaching
methods using PowerPoint presentation or handouts. The
experimental group was subjected to the teaching methods
using online or printed comics. The two groups were given
posttests on adaptability skills at the end of the
experimental period.
2.2 The Instruments
The researcher used a standardized test to gather data for
individual adaptability skills. This test was adapted from
[12].
2.3 The Participants
The participants of the study were two Mathematics classes
consisting of 20 students each. These students are firstyear college students enrolled in the first semester of SY
2020-2021.
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2.4 Data-Gathering Procedure
The researcher asked permission from the college
administrator to conduct the study. Administering the pretest and post-test among the selected NBCC students will
take less than or equal to 10 weeks. The researcher of this
study has ensured the application of flexible or blended
learning during the community quarantine due to
pandemics.
The experimental group has undergone comics as the
alternative math instruction. These comics served as a
virtual classroom and this instructional material contains
instructions that guide the students in answering formative
assessments. The control group was exposed to the usual
math instruction where students are given instructions
using PowerPoint and handouts to guide them in answering
the formative assessments but this instruction will be done
without the use of comics.
During the experimental period, the researcher has
instructed the students to write essays about the difficulties
that will be encountered during the compliance of the
flexible or bent learning activities, and the conditions
related to individual adaptability skills. These essays serve
as the source of information to answer the research
questions related to individual adaptability skills. The
researchers used the same individual adaptability skills test
to gather data.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Table 1. Mean and Standard Deviation of the Individual
Adaptability Skills of College Students
Groups
Experimental Group
Control Group

Mean
3.57
3.39

SD
0.73
0.83

Table 1 shows the mean scores and standard deviation
individual adaptability skills of the experimental and
control group. In the individual adaptability, the mean and
standard deviation of the experimental group are 3.57 and
0.73, respectively, while the mean and standard deviation
of the control group are 3.39 and 0.83, respectively. This
means that in the experimental group, they have higher
scores in terms of their individual adaptability skills than
the control group. Students who were exposed to comics as
alternative instruction have a higher degree of adapting to
any situation. The scores of the experimental group are
closer as compared to the scores in the control group.
TABLE 2. T-test Result of Individual Adaptability Skills of
the College Students
Groups



Experimental
Group
Control Group

critical value
2.086

t-test
value
0.7462

Referring to the second table above, using a two-tailed ttest with alpha=0.05, the decision was made. Based on the
table, the t-test value of 0.7462 is less than the critical value
of 2.086. This means that the experimental group and the
control have no great difference in terms of their individual
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adaptability skills. This further explains that both groups
have more or less the same individual adaptability skills.
The kind of instruction made by the instructor does not
make any difference in terms of how the students adapt to
any situation. This condition means that there is no
significant difference between the experimental group and
the control group in terms of their individual adaptability.
Although there is no significant difference found, the
experimental group has higher scores in the test than the
control group. This further explains that students exposed
to classroom comics as an instruction of teaching
Mathematics have higher self-esteem in terms of adapting
to the people around, the physical environment, the
different situations, the different problems, and the changes
in the communities. In the control group, the students also
have high adaptability skills for they obtained above the
average level but not as high as the students in the
experimental group have. This statement conforms to the
study of [6]. Comics have a positive effect on the students.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
From the analysis of the data as the experimental and
control group are compared, the researcher claimed that
with regard to individual adaptability skills, no significant
difference was found. Hence, the experimental group
exposed to comics that are printed and online have higher
skills in terms of their individual adaptability. The control
group exposed to usual math instruction such as
PowerPoint and handouts have these skills also but not as
high as the experimental group. It is therefore
recommended that comics that are on printed and online
files may be used as alternative instruction to improve the
students’ adaptability skills. Classroom Comics may be
needed to be enhanced or to be innovated to increase their
positive effect on the part of the students.
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